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“I feel confident in my ability to maintain a 
stable life because I know this entire 
network is on my side”


-Mike


80 Parking Spots
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KEY PLAN


KEY PLAN


SUPPORT SERVICES
RESIDENT AMENITIES


1. PARKING
2. ADDICTION TREATMENT 
3. REHABILITATION
4. HOSPITAL ADMIN


The Clinic & Hospital sits upon a precast podium. This construction type will create 
space for sta� parking, as well as outpatients.


The economy of the 12’ wide double T is utilized with this design. The rest of the building 
will be structurally supported by hollow structural square steel. 
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2.
3.


4.


PHASE 1
MISSION-CRITICAL


CLINIC & HOSPITAL PODIUM
SCALE: 1/16” = 1’ SCALE: 1/64” = 1’


HOUSING WEST - SUPPORTIVE


GREEN LUNG SECTION
SCALE: 1” = 64’


Our mission-critical Phase focuses directly on 
health and longevity. This first phase will 
provide individuals with access to a clinic and 
hospital, a long-term supportive housing plan, 
and a park. These various buildings and 
programs will provide a good foundation for 
our campus plan.


The entire first floor of the hospital will be a 
clinic space devoted toward addiction related 
illnesses. Since Opioids are predominately the 
main cause of addiction, the clinic space will 
be tailored to the needs of these individuals.  


The supportive housing West development is 
focused primarily on providing a more stable 
housing condition for people out of recovery. 
The dorm style plan of it will create an 
emphasis toward community growth and 
development. Mainly it will provide individuals 
with various amenities, including mental 
health services and counseling services. 
Along with these developments, we plan to 
introduce a park as a healthy space for 
individuals to enjoy and connect. According to 
a study published in Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Science. “It was found 
that people who walked for 90 minutes in a 
natural area, as opposed to participants who 
walked in a high-tra�c urban setting, showed 
decreased activity in a region of the brain 
associated with a key factor in depression.”


26%
16%


200-400


ONLY 1


HOMELESS INDIVIDUALS HAVE A DISABILITY
2 IN EVERY 3


of the homeless population 
su�ers from a form of drug 
abuse.


of the homeless population 
have severe chronic mental 
illness.


homeless individuals reside in 
the Queensgate area.


health clinic currently exists in 
the Queensgate neighborhood.
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The Queensgate Campus Plan is a comprehensive design solution with the goal to 
mitigate the issues of addiction and homelessness in Queensgate, Cincinnati, by 
providing opportunities for affordable healthcare, housing, and recreation in a vibrant, 
healing community. 


 


The project is divided into three, two-year long phases. 


 


The first phase, labeled Mission-Critical , tackles the most pressing issues plaguing the 
site with the introduction of a clinic and hospital, supportive permanent housing, and the 
site’s green lung. 


The Progressive  phase focuses on improving the quality of life for Queensgate residents, 
while attracting patrons from off-site with the cutting edge of community-based 
amenities. These include a scenic rooftop restaurant with ground level grocery, as well 
as an employment center and aquaponics farming. 


The last phase, titled Identity, aims to establish the Queensgate Campus on a macro 
scale by utilizing the sustainable innovations of an elevated greenway, makerspace, and 
a non-supportive social housing development. Local employers are able to rent out 
commercial space on the ground floor of the development, attracting a wider 
demographic of Cincinnatians to the site. 


 


Emerging from post-industrial, vacant lots and alongside the help of strong corporate 
partners, the Queensgate Campus not only remediates addiction and homelessness but 
also promotes a healthier, more well-connected style of living that will become a model 
to cities around the nation. 








KEY PLAN
1.  GREEN LUNG
2.  JOB & EMPLOYMENT CENTER
3.  PARKING GARAGE, 2 LEVELS
4.  HOUSING WEST COMPLEX
5.  HOUSING EAST COMPLEX
6.  GROCERY W/ ROOFTOP RESTAURANT
7.  ELEVATED GREENWAY
8.  SHELTERHOUSE FOR MEN
9.  CLINIC & HOSPITAL
10. URBAN AQUAPONICS


NEW CONSTRUCTION


PAUL BROWN 
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DUKE ENERGY
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UPS POSTAL


BUS ROUTE 27


WALKABLE GREEN ROOF


ADAPTIVE REUSE


SCALE: 1’ = 450’


PROPOSED BUS STOP


PHASE 1THE JOURNEY 
TO WELLNESS
A PLAN FOR QUEENSGATE


MISSION-CRITICAL


FINAL CAMPUS


PHASE 2
PROGRESSIVE


PHASE 3
IDENTITY


In a community troubled by lack of 


and violence, design for the improvement of 
community health is essential. The built 
environment is a major influencer in the 
well-being of individuals’ mental, physical, 
and economic health. This project proposes 
the creation of a healthy community with a 
campus-like feel containing the resources 
and services needed to combat 
homelessness, addictions, and health issues 
in Queensgate. 


This campus community is designed to help 
a homeless individual reenter the workforce 
in stages. The first stage focuses on restoring 
mental and physical health during a person’s 
30-day stay at the Shelterhouse for Men or 
newly added Shelterhouse for Women while 
in receiving treatment or care from the 
nearby health clinic. Once healthy, a person 
will be able to live in transitional housing on 
the campus while taking job-training courses 
in the rehabilitated old county jail next door. 
Jobs available near the site, such as possible 
employers UPS and Duke Energy, can seek 
employees through this training center. After 
3-12 months, stage three gives an individual 
the option to rent or buy an apartment in the 


development. At this point, a person that 
was once homeless has made their way 
back into society and will be able to support 
themselves. If a problem occurs, the campus 
community is there to help residents stay 
healthy and financially sound.


Mike
Age: 33
Interest: Carpentry & Volunteering 


GREEN LUNG
HOUSING WEST


CLINIC & HOSPITAL
 


JOB CENTER
URBAN AQUAPONICS


RESTAURANT & GROCERY
 


MAKERSPACE
HOUSING EAST


ELEVATED GREENWAY
 


Former construction worker Mike developed a debilitating dependency on 
opioids from being prescribed morphine to alleviate his lower back pain. After 
losing his home, Mike enrolled in the Opioid Detox and Rehabilitation 
Program at the David and Rebecca Barron Center for Men. He has been there 
for almost a month and is starting to show signs of making a full recovery.


Once he is cleared, Mike’s goal is to move into the social housing complex in 
Queensgate, where he can enjoy access to the campus amenities and a 
community just like him.


Natalie
Age: 24
Interest: Web Design


Chelsea
Age: 42
Interest: Zumba


At the age of 18, Natalie left her foster care home to live in a downtown 
apartment. When the hardware store she was working for declared 
bankruptcy, she was left jobless and without her provided health insurance. 
Through working with the Job Center on the Queensgate Campus, she was 
able to land a job running the Queensgate Campus’ website.


social housing complex provides Natalie with protection on a rate that she is 


Chelsea and her two children, Aliyah and Jalen, moved to Queensgate two 
years ago following a domestic dispute with her children’s father. She was 
surprised by how much safer and cleaner the Queensgate Campus is than 
where the three were previously staying.


Chelsea helps teach fitness classes for fellow tenants and anyone  
downtown looking to get in shape. Aliyah and Jalen now attend Third Grade 
at Hays-Porter School, which is only a short bus ride North from their 
apartment.
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PHASE 2
PROGRESSIVE


DEMOGRAPHIC


URBAN AQUAPONICS PLAN


EXPERIENTIAL VIEWS


SCALE: 1/32” = 1’
JOB CENTER PLAN TYP.


SCALE: 1/32” = 1’


MINORS SINGLE MEN SINGLE WOMEN MARRIED INDIVIDUALS


OF THE HOMELESS POPULATION


Phase 2 will provide access to successful 
endeavors and opportunities for people in 
the Queensgate community. Our 
programming will include an aquaponics 
center, a restaurant, and Job center. 


With these new facilities, residents will have 
the opportunity to produce fruits and 
vegetables sustainably in an aquaponics 
facility. The aquaponics facility will provide  
nutritious food to be used in the restaurant 
and grocery store. 
Our decision to create a restaurant is based 
on “Edwins, an upscale restaurant that's 
earned a reputation as one of Cleveland's 
finest eateries.” (CNN) Edwins is primarily 
sta�ed by ex-convicts who have all been 
incarcerated. Our intention is to take this 
model a step further with the creation of a 
grocery store of healthy options. If locals 
develop an interest in the culinary arts, 
possible careers can be developed through 
the job training center. 


An issue that many low incomes individuals 
face is access to only temporary jobs. With a 
job training facility, more pathways will be 
available. This facility will be an adaptive 
reuse of the former jail on site. With UPS and 
Duke located adjacent to the campus, we 
hope to develop partnerships and integrate a 
feasible permanent work placement strategy. “The possibilities for the future are endless with the 


experience and connections this program has given me. I 
have even expanded my knowledge of urban agriculture at 
the Queens gate aquaponics facility ”              


-Natalie


KEY PLAN KEY PLAN
1. TEACHING SPACE
2. PRESENTATION ROOM
3. FLEX SPACE (VARIES BY FLOOR)
4. MEDIA LOUNGE


1.   AQUAPONIC GREENHOUSE
2.  LOBBY 
3.  RECEPTION
4.  OFFICE
5.  ADMIN
6.  FISH LAB
7.  WATER TREATMENT
8.  PLC SERVER ROOM
9.  STORAGE AND SHIPPING
10. PROCESSING
11.  RECYCLING & STORAGE
12. SYSTEMS
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HUDEPOHL HOUSE- SUPPORTIVE HOUSING ROOFTOP RESTAURANT EAST HOUSING AND RETAIL








“When I talk to my girl friends, I feel proud to 
say we live on the Queensgate Campus!”


-Chelsea


MAKERSPACE PLAN HOUSING EAST - MIXED USE
SCALE: 1/16” = 1’


KEY PLAN
1. PRECAST CONCRETE DECK ON STEEL FRAME POST & BEAM CONSTRUCTION
2. PRECAST CONCRETE BENCH/PLANTER
3. CLINIC & HOSPITAL
4. URBAN AQUAPONICS SATELLITE FRUIT/VEGETABLE STAND
5. HUDEPOHL ST.
6. RESTAURANT & GROCERY


ELEVATED GREENWAY CHUNK
SCALE: 3/64” = 1’


ELEVATED GREENWAY ELEVATION
SCALE: 1” = 40’
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PHASE 3
IDENTITY
Now that many of the necessary 
developmental phases are completed, our 
goal is to introduce programs that create a 
sense of place and identity for the 
Queensgate community. One of the best 
things for cultural identity is art. By 
introducing a makerspace, we intend to 
provide the local community with the tools 
for establishing a sense of place through 
design, and personal creativity. Art will also 
help improve the local quality of life. 
Additionally, we would like to create a 
mixed-use building for both retail space, and 
urban living. The apartments in the 
mixed-use building will not just be limited to 
Queensgate locals who are past recovery. 
However, subsidies will be o�ered to 
individuals who live work, and contribute to 
the community. Our main goals in this 
expansion are to create opportunity for 
outside businesses to be available to the 
community and avoid gentrification. 
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Lighthouse on Highland
Resource Center providing homeless teens 
and youth up to age 24 with food, clothing, 
personal hygiene products, medical care, 
free laundry, shower, telephone, mail service.


Tender Mercies, Inc.
Transitional & Permanent Housing for 
homeless men and women with mental 
illness.


Possible Funding Sources
 - City of Cincinnati Grant
 - State (Ohio Housing Finance Agency)
 - Blue Cross / Blue Shield Foundation
 - Interact For Health Grant
Potential Local Employers
 - Duke Energy
 - UPS
 - The Chef’s Warehouse
 - S & S Transfer Trucking


IN THE CINCINNATI AREA
POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS


SCALE: 1/64” = 1’


KEY PLAN
1. WORK SHOP
2. STORAGE
3. OFFICES
4. GALLERY
5. FLEX SPACE
6. EXIT TO PARKING GARAGE KEY PLAN


1. RETAIL SPACE
2. LEASING OFFICE
3. PARKING (90 SPACES)
4. CIRCULATION & LOUNGE
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